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A comparison of EISCAT and SuperDARN F‐region
measurements with consideration of the refractive index
in the scattering volume
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[1] Gillies et al. (2009) proposed the use of interferometric measurements of the angle
of arrival as a proxy for the scattering region refractive index ns needed to estimate
the line‐of‐sight Doppler velocity of the ionospheric plasma from HF [Super Dual Auroral
Radar Network (SuperDARN)] radar observations. This study continues this work by
comparing measurements of line‐of‐sight velocities by SuperDARN with tristatic velocity
measurements by the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar from 1995 to 1999. From a
statistical viewpoint, velocities measured by SuperDARN were lower than velocities
measured by EISCAT. This can, at least partially, be explained by the neglect in the
SuperDARN analysis of the lower‐than‐unity refractive index of the scattering structures.
The elevation angle measured by SuperDARN was used as a proxy estimate of ns
and this improved the comparison, but the velocities measured by SuperDARN were
still lower. Other estimates of ns using electron densities Ne based on both EISCAT
measurements and International Reference Ionosphere model values did not increase the
SuperDARN velocities enough to attain the EISCAT values. It is proposed that dense
structures that were of comparable size to the SuperDARN scattering volume partially help
resolve the low‐velocity issue. These dense, localized structures would provide the Ne

gradients required for generation of the coherent irregularities from which the SuperDARN
radar waves scatter, whereas EISCAT incoherent radar measurements provide only the
background Ne and not the density of the small‐scale structures. The low‐velocity
SuperDARN results suggest that small‐scale dense structures with refractive indices well
below unity must exist within the SuperDARN scattering volume and may contribute
greatly to the scattering process.
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1. Introduction

[2] In the paper by Gillies et al. [2009] the concept of
using angle‐of‐arrival measurements as a proxy for refractive
index ns in the local scattering region of a high‐frequency
(HF) radar was introduced. As outlined below, this allows
for a better line‐of‐sight Doppler velocity estimate to be made
by the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN)
[Greenwald et al., 1995] HF radar system. Due to the large
field‐of‐view required for global convection measurements
by radar systems such as SuperDARN, the small‐scale
resolution needed to determine the refractive index ns at the

scattering location is not possible. The detailed electron
density measurements needed to determine ns are not readily
available. The result is that estimates of refractive index
have been unavailable for use in the Doppler velocity anal-
ysis, so a default value of 1.0 is usually used.
[3] Line‐of‐sight velocities vs measured by SuperDARN

are calculated using the following equation:

vs ¼ D!Dvp
2!

¼ D!D

2!

c

ns
; ð1Þ

where DwD is the Doppler shift, vp is the phase speed of the
radar wave in the scattering region, w is the radar wave
frequency [Baker et al., 1995], c is the speed of light in a
vacuum, and ns is the refractive index in the scattering
region [Ginzburg, 1964]. Recent work by Gillies et al. [2009]
has demonstrated that ns will be typically around 0.8 or 0.9,
so the default value of 1.0 leads to systematic underesti-
mation of the Doppler velocity.
[4] The determination of the local refractive index for a

given SuperDARN echo allows an improved line‐of‐sight
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velocity estimate to be made by application of equation (1).
The most direct method to estimate ns is to use local electron
density Ne measurements or estimates and directly calculate
the refractive index using the Appleton‐Hartree equation
[Budden, 1961]. This can be done if there is an instrument
such as an ionosonde or incoherent scatter radar to measure
Ne. Unfortunately, the field of view of a given SuperDARN
radar is quite large (∼4 million km2) and it is impossible to
have instruments that measure Ne continuously throughout
this region. Electron densities can also be estimated using
the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model [Bilitza,
2001], which can provide a mean estimate of Ne at any
location. However, these estimates are based on empirical
models and do not account for the small‐scale structures that
are responsible for the majority of SuperDARN scattering.
[5] Gillies et al. [2009] proposed a method to determine

ns using elevation angle data from SuperDARN as a proxy
for the refractive index in the scattering region. The equation
relating ns to the angle of arrival or elevation angle was:

ns ¼ RE

RE þ hsð Þ
cos�o
sin 

; ð2Þ

where RE is the radius of the Earth, hs is the altitude of
the scattering point, y is the magnetic dip angle at the
scattering point, and �o is the elevation angle measured by
SuperDARN. The benefit of this method is that it does
not rely on the existence or reliability of other instruments
for an ns estimate.
[6] Previous studies have consistently demonstrated that,

on a statistical basis, SuperDARN measured line‐of‐sight
velocities were lower than velocities derived from other
instruments. For example, F‐region drift velocities as mea-
sured by DMSP satellites and SuperDARN were compared
by Drayton et al. [2005] and Drayton [2006]. The Drayton
et al. [2005] study compared velocities over the period of
1999–2003 and found that the best fit line to the data had a
slope of 0.72 (SuperDARN velocities were, on average,
lower). A magnetic dipole field‐mapping correction of the
electric field was then made to this data set in Drayton
[2006] to account for the fact that DMSP measured veloc-
ities at ∼840 km and SuperDARN measured velocities at
∼250 km. This correction effectively decreased the higher
altitude DMSP calculated velocity values and the slope of
the best fit line increased to 0.84.
[7] Work by Gillies et al. [2009] continued the Super-

DARN‐DMSP comparison by examining comparison points
in which SuperDARN data had an accompanying elevation
angle. This reduced the number of comparison points and
the best fit slope of this subset was 0.74. It was suggested
that the reason for the lower slope value compared to
Drayton [2006] was that the subset of points with elevation
angle information was predominantly situated in the auroral
zone where there were typically higher electron densities
and more complex structures, while the full data set was
significantly weighted with more observations in the polar
cap region, where lower electron densities and less com-
plex structures prevail. Nonetheless, when equation (2) was
applied to obtain an estimate of ns, the slope of the best fit
line increased to 0.83, about a 12% improvement, indicating
that the SuperDARN velocities, although better estimated,
were still systematically lower than DMSP velocities.

[8] Studies of comparisons between velocities measured
by SuperDARN and velocities measured by incoherent
scatter radars have also been performed. Velocities mea-
sured by SuperDARN and by the Sondrestrom incoherent
scatter radar were compared by Xu et al. [2001], resulting in
a best fit slope of only 0.42. Eglitis et al. [1998] compared
tristatic ion drift measurements from the European Incoher-
ent Scatter (EISCAT) UHF radar [Rishbeth and van Eyken,
1993] to line‐of‐sight measurements from the Hankasalmi
SuperDARN radar. This study utilized an ionospheric heater
[Robinson, 1989; Rietveld et al., 1993; Stubbe, 1996, and
references therein] to generate artificial irregularities that the
Hankasalmi SuperDARN detected. It was found that there
was very good agreement between velocity values when the
heater was on (the best fit line to the data had a slope of
1.02). Using scatter from irregularities that were natural,
rather than artificially generated by a heater, a comparison
of EISCAT and SuperDARN velocities was performed by
Davies et al. [1999] over the period of 1995–1997. This
study led to a best fit line with a slope of 0.72. The present
study expands the above comparison made by Davies et al.
[1999] to include data from 1998 and 1999, thereby
improving the overall statistical database.

2. Experiment Overview

[9] The first of the two instruments used in the present
study was the SuperDARN radar located at Hankasalmi,
Finland. SuperDARN is a collection of radars that monitor
high latitude ionospheric convection in both the Northern
and Southern Hemispheres using coherently scattered HF
signals in the 8–20 MHz range [Greenwald et al., 1995].
A SuperDARN radar, in its common mode, consists of a
main array of 16 antennas that are phased to sample 16 suc-
cessive beam directions in steps of 3.24°, covering a total
of ∼52° in azimuth. The radars are routinely configured
such that each beam samples 75 different range gates, each
with 45 km resolution. In normal operation, each beam
is scanned in sequence for 3 s or 7 s, so a full scan of all
16 beams is performed every 1 or 2 min, respectively. An
interferometer array of four antennas is also located 100 m
behind or in front of the main array at each SuperDARN
radar site. The cross‐correlation between the signal received
by the interferometry array and the main array is used to
determine the elevation angle of the returned echo [Milan et
al., 1997; André et al., 1998]. The Hankasalmi SuperDARN
radar is located at the geographic location 62.3°N, 26.6°E
(geomagnetic coordinates: 59.8°N, 105.5°E). The central
pointing direction of this radar is 12.0° west of geographic
north.
[10] The second instrument used in this study is the EISCAT

UHF incoherent scatter radar facility [Rishbeth and van
Eyken, 1993]. The EISCAT system operates at 931 MHz
and consists of three parabolic dish antennas located in
Tromsø (Norway), Kiruna (Sweden), and Sodankyla (Fin-
land). The antenna in Tromsø has both transmit and receive
capabilities, while the other two antennas operate as passive
receivers. The data considered in this study resulted from
times when EISCAT was running the common program
modes CP‐1 and CP‐2.
[11] The CP‐1 mode consisted of the transmitter at Tromsø

oriented to point along a fixed path antiparallel to the local
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magnetic field lines (∼77° elevation). The antenna beam had
a half‐power width of 0.6° which corresponds to a width
resolution of roughly 7 km at a measurement altitude of
280 km. The Tromsø radar sampled with an altitude reso-
lution of 22 km along the beam from 150 km to 600 km.
The two remote sites and the Tromsø antenna received
signal from a common intersection volume at an altitude of
∼280 km centered at 69.1°N, 19.1°E, which corresponded to
beam 5 and range gate 16 of the Hankasalmi SuperDARN
radar. The signal received at each EISCAT site was inte-
grated over 5 s, and then these 5 s intervals were post-
integrated over 2 min. The result of each integration was a
velocity vector for each of the three antennas. The Tromsø
velocity vector was along the antenna beam, while the
remote receiver velocity vectors were along the bisector
between the Tromsø beam and the remote receiver beams.
These three velocity vectors allow determination of the full
velocity vector within the intersection volume. The com-
ponent of the full EISCAT velocity vector was then resolved
along the Hankasalmi SuperDARN radar line‐of‐sight
direction and the velocity values from the two instruments
were directly compared.
[12] The CP‐2 mode was nearly identical to the CP‐1

mode except that four different intersection volumes were
scanned in a period of 6 min so each position had a post-
integration time of 90 s. These positions consisted of the
Tromsø beam transmitting along the field lines (identical
to the position of the CP‐1 mode), vertically, and in two
different southeastward directions. The geographic loca-
tions of each of these positions were as follows: (1) 68.7°N,
21.8°E (Hankasalmi beam 7, range gate 14); (2) 68.4°N,
20.0°E (Hankasalmi beam 5, range gate 14); (3) 69.1°N,
19.1°E (Hankasalmi beam 5, range gate 16); and (4) 69.6°N,
19.2°E (Hankasalmi beam 5, range gate 17). Note that the
four CP‐2 positions were relatively close to each other and
only extended from Hankasalmi range gates 14 to 17.

3. Statistical Velocity Comparisons

3.1. Initial Comparison

[13] All the CP‐1 and CP‐2 velocity measurements from
1995 to 1999 during periods with simultaneous Hankasalmi
SuperDARN velocity data have been compared. Both in
order to filter out SuperDARN E‐region velocities and,
more importantly, to improve the SuperDARN measure-
ments by taking the index of refraction into account, only
SuperDARN echoes with available elevation angle infor-
mation were used. SuperDARN velocities that were less
than 50 m/s or that had a signal‐to‐noise ratio less than 3 dB
were discarded. Typically, the SuperDARN radar performed
2 min scans so the 2 min EISCAT integration time of the
CP‐1 mode was coincident with the SuperDARN scan time.
On some occasions, SuperDARN was operating in a special
mode with shorter scans or in the 1 min scan mode. In these
cases, any SuperDARN values that were within the EISCAT
scan time were averaged. For the CP‐2 mode, EISCAT
integrated at each position for 90 s and the data observations
were compared when any part of the SuperDARN scan
overlapped with any part of the EISCAT integration and, as
such, temporal alignment was not often ideal.
[14] From 1995 to 1999 there were 11 CP‐1 experiments

that varied in length between 2 and 5 days and 10 such

experiments in the CP‐2 mode. In total, over 1300 velocity
comparisons were performed using the criteria discussed
above, and these were split roughly equally between CP‐1
and CP‐2 types (658 and 668, respectively). This velocity
comparison between EISCAT and SuperDARN is presented
as Figure 1. EISCAT velocities are plotted along the hori-
zontal axis and SuperDARN velocities are plotted along the
vertical axis. The best fit line to the data is also plotted as
the solid line. The immediate issue with this comparison is
the low correlation coefficient r = 0.39. This is due to the
large collection of points along the vertical axis, which
correspond to very low EISCAT velocities and a large range
of SuperDARN velocities.

3.2. Removal of E‐Region and Noisy Data

[15] In order to check the reliability of the SuperDARN
data in a given range cell, the surrounding eight cells in a
3 × 3 grid were examined. Points were discarded if more
than four of these cells did not record data or the standard
deviation of velocity in all considered cells (up to a maxi-
mum of nine cells) was greater than 50% of the velocity
average of the cells. Note that the single SuperDARN
velocity value of the cell under consideration (not the
average velocity of the nine cells) was the value used for
comparison with the EISCAT velocity value. The results of
this filtering are presented in Figure 2 and it is apparent that
most of the anomalous data has been removed. Some 40%
of the original points have been discarded. The correlation
coefficient has risen to 0.91 and the slope of the best fit line
has risen from 0.66 to 0.78.
[16] The next step in the comparison was to filter out any

SuperDARN echoes that may be E‐region scatter. In con-
trast to the F region, convection in the E region is limited to
the ion‐acoustic velocity (400–600 m/s) [Haldoupis and
Schlegel, 1990] and thus E‐region SuperDARN velocities
would not agree with F‐region EISCAT velocities. To dis-
tinguish E‐region velocities from F‐region velocities, the
distribution of elevation angles was examined as presented
in Figure 3. The majority of the elevation angles that were
observed in this study clustered around 25° with a much
smaller cluster between 10° and 15°. The latter cluster is
expected to be due to E‐region backscatter. The Super-
DARN echoes examined in this study all came from
essentially the same range (from gates 14 to 17, inclusive).
At this range, elevation angles of ∼25° were appropriate for
half‐hop F‐region scatter and elevation angles below ∼15°
were appropriate for E‐region scatter. Therefore, echoes
with elevation angles below 15° were considered to be from
E‐region altitudes and were discarded. This removed an
additional 64 comparison points; however, the slope of the
best fit line and the correlation coefficient did not change in
the EISCAT‐SuperDARN comparison (figure not shown).
[17] A further analysis of possible E‐region contamination

in the SuperDARN data set was performed by examining
various SuperDARN low‐velocity cutoff values. It was
found that discarding SuperDARN velocities that were
below various arbitrary cutoff values did not appreciably
change the slope of the best fit line. The slope of the best
fit line was examined for several low velocity cutoffs from
50 m/s to 600 m/s in 25 m/s increments and it was found
that the best result was obtained when velocities which
were less than 125 m/s were removed. Using this cutoff,
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391 points were removed and the best fit slope increased
from 0.78 to 0.81. However, since there is no basis for
removing points with velocities below this arbitrary thresh-
old (and the removal had little effect on the best fit slope),
it was determined that the most accurate representation of
F‐region scatter was obtained using the elevation angle
cutoff criteria which was discussed above.

3.3. Accounting for ns in the SuperDARN Scattering
Volume

[18] The slope of the best fit line when comparing the
SuperDARN velocities to EISCAT velocities as presented
in Figure 2 is 0.78 from 832 points (note that there were
768 points after the probable E‐region echoes were removed).
SuperDARN, on average, underestimated the ionospheric scat-
terer velocities; however, the measured velocities still need
to be adjusted to account for the refractive index in the scat-
tering region, ns. Three different methods have been employed
to determine an estimate of ns for each comparison point.
[19] The first method is based on the electron density Ne

values that the EISCAT Tromsø radar measured. In order
to estimate ns for SuperDARN, the maximum Ne mea-
sured along the Tromsø EISCAT beam was selected to
represent the electron density in the local scattering volume.
The Appleton‐Hartree equation [Budden, 1961] was used to

determine ns from this Ne value. With this estimate for ns,
equation (1) was applied to determine SuperDARN veloci-
ties. The slope of the best fit line increased from 0.78 to
0.84, an increase of ∼8%. It should be noted that in order
for this method to deliver accurate results, a significant
assumption has been made: the SuperDARN scatter came
from the same location at which EISCAT measured the peak
Ne. If the SuperDARN scatter location was offset in altitude
from the peak electron density and/or the distribution of
SuperDARN scatter within the range cell predominantly
occurred in a different location than where EISCAT mea-
sured within the range cell, the estimate for ns from this
method will not accurately reflect the electron density at the
scattering location. This altitude ambiguity and difference in
the instrument scattering volumes will be discussed in more
detail in section 4.
[20] The second method is also based on using electron

density values to obtain an estimate for ns. For this method,
the IRI model was used to determine the peak Ne estimate at
the time and location of the velocity measurement. Applying
equation (1) to determine the SuperDARN velocity values
with this approximation for ns resulted in the slope of the
best fit line increasing from 0.78 to 0.87, an increase of
∼12%. Again, in the application of this method, the assump-
tion was made that SuperDARN scatter occurred at the

Figure 1. SuperDARN and EISCAT velocity comparison for EISCAT CP‐1 and CP‐2 modes from
1995 to 1999.
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Figure 3. The number of data points with a given elevation angle.

Figure 2. SuperDARN and EISCAT velocity comparison for EISCAT CP‐1 and CP‐2 modes from
1995 to 1999. SuperDARN points that showed either high standard deviation or little data in the
surrounding cells were discarded.
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F‐region peak altitude. Further, the IRI uses empirical models
and gives only a large‐scale estimate of Ne so that any small‐
scale structures, which may be very important in the gener-
ation of field‐aligned irregularities, will not be taken into
account.
[21] The final method to determine an estimate for ns

exploits equation (2) and the elevation angle �o that Super-
DARN was capable of measuring for each echo. Again,
the estimate for ns was used with equation (1) to improve
each SuperDARN velocity measurement. The comparison
between EISCAT and SuperDARN velocity values using
the elevation angle as a proxy for ns is presented as Figure 4.
The result was an increase of the best fit slope from 0.78 to
0.89, an improvement of ∼14%. The important assumption
made with this approximation for ns was that there were
no horizontal gradients in Ne along the radar wave path. This
was most likely not the case; nonetheless, a reasonable
estimate of ns is possible with this method (it is the best of
the three presented here) and this method had the added
benefit that the elevation angle was directly linked to the
scattering location of SuperDARN and not of any other

instrument whose target region may be displaced spatially
and temporally from that of SuperDARN.

3.4. Comparison of ns Values From Different Methods

[22] It is useful to compare directly the ns values obtained
from each different method. These methods measure the
same parameter in the ionosphere, so in principle, they
should provide the same average refractive index value and
there should be high correlation between individual data
points measured from each method. The mean refractive
index predicted using the elevation angle proxy was 0.88
with a standard deviation of 0.02. Using EISCAT mea-
surements of electron density provided a mean refractive
index value of 0.92 with a standard deviation of 0.03.
Finally, IRI estimates of electron density provided a mean
refractive index value of 0.91 with a standard deviation of
0.05. These numbers indicate that, on average, use of any of
the three presented methods to predict refractive index in
the SuperDARN scattering region will provide results sim-
ilar to the other two methods. A point‐by‐point comparison
revealed that the correlation between the different measures

Figure 4. SuperDARN and EISCAT velocity comparison for EISCAT CP‐1 and CP‐2 modes from 1995
to 1999. SuperDARN points that showed either high standard deviation or little data in the surrounding
cells were discarded. Also discarded were SuperDARN velocities that had elevation angles below 15° to
remove E‐region scatter. Finally, ns was estimated and used to improve the SuperDARN velocities using
equations (1) and (2).
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of ns was low (e.g., estimates of ns as derived from EISCAT
Ne measurements and the elevation angle proxy estimate,
when compared on a point‐to‐point basis, resulted in a
correlation coefficient of 0.21). Comparisons between IRI
and elevation angle estimates of ns and between IRI and
EISCAT estimates of ns were lower. Possible explanations
for this lack of correlation are discussed in the following
section.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison Results

[23] Three different methods have been applied to account
for refractive index in the SuperDARN velocity determi-
nations. These methods increased the best fit slope between
SuperDARN and EISCAT velocity measurements between
8% and 14%, but the results still indicate that SuperDARN
velocities are on average lower than velocities measured by
EISCAT. Comparisons with other instruments (such as the
DMSP satellites) have also demonstrated lower Super-
DARN velocities even after accounting for refractive index
using the elevation angle proxy [Gillies et al., 2009]. This
would suggest that, although an estimate for the local
scattering volume refractive index can significantly improve
the SuperDARN velocity determination, a refinement of the
technique or some further physical reasoning is needed to
fully explain the systematic underestimate by SuperDARN
of line‐of‐sight velocities.
[24] Another intriguing result from this study was the low

correlation between ns values obtained using the different
methods. As discussed in the previous section, there is little
correlation between ns estimates from the different methods.
An explanation for this lack of correlation is required as one
may expect that they should deliver similar results.

4.2. Altitude Ambiguities

[25] A plausible explanation for the lack of correlation
between ns values could arise from the lack of precise knowl-
edge about the altitude of SuperDARN scatter [Chisham et
al., 2008]. Slight variations in the scatter altitude would
reduce the correlation between ns values measured by
EISCAT and those from the SuperDARN elevation angle.
Since the elevation angle measurement is directly tied to
the scattering location, estimates of ns using elevation angle
would differ from estimates using Ne measurements of the
F‐region peak if the scatter did not occur at the peak.
[26] The vertical gradient in Ne in the F region can be

quite steep. To demonstrate the variation in scattering alti-
tudes that is possible with SuperDARN, raytracing simula-
tions through a model ionosphere have been performed.
Figure 5 presents raypaths through a typical electron den-
sity profile that is presented beside the raypaths. The
horizontal axis in Figure 5 represents an estimate of
SuperDARN range gate and the vertical axis is altitude.
Crosses on the raypaths represent points where the ray was
within 1° of perpendicularity to the magnetic field lines,
since coherent scattering requires high magnetic aspect
sensitivity. At the ranges applicable for this study, the alti-
tude at which scatter is possible can vary by up to ∼100 km.
Examination of the plot of Ne versus altitude (Figure 5,
right) demonstrates that the electron density in the scattering
region could range from <2 × 1011 m−3 (the density at
∼200 km) to ∼5 × 1011 m−3 (the density at ∼280 km). At
12.5 MHz, this range of possible Ne values would result in
ns values of 0.95 and 0.85, respectively. This demonstrates
that, under these conditions, using the peak density provided
by IRI or EISCAT would result in a value of 0.85, although
the actual value could be as high as 0.95. This would
explain at least some of the lack of correlation between ns
predictions from the different methods. Note that although

Figure 5. On the left are the raypaths from SuperDARN through the profile displayed on the right. The
operating frequency was 12.5 MHz.
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the density profile used to produce Figure 5 is typical, the
actual conditions can vary substantially and the locations of
possible scatter would be different for different profiles.
Figure 5 is simply meant to demonstrate the variability in
scattering altitude that could occur under typical conditions.

4.3. Measurement Area Discrepancies

[27] Another plausible explanation for both the lack of
agreement between the different methods to estimate ns and
the systematically lower SuperDARN velocities (even after
attempts were made to account for ns) involves the differ-
ence in measurement volumes between the two instruments.
The electron density measurements from EISCAT occurred
at a fixed location within the large SuperDARN range cell
scattering volume. The beam width of EISCAT was 0.6°,
which resulted in a scattering area of ∼8 km2 at an altitude of
280 km. The SuperDARN cell was 45 km in range and
roughly 50 km wide at the range gates considered in this
study. This results in a possible scattering area of more than
2000 km2. Therefore the EISCAT measurement area was
more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the Super-
DARN measurement area.
[28] Not only did the size of the measurement areas differ,

but the measurement techniques also differed. SuperDARN
measured ionospheric velocities using coherent scattering
from field‐aligned irregularities. Therefore, SuperDARN
scatter could occur in localized regions within the larger
SuperDARN measurement volume. For example, it is pos-
sible that scatter occurred only in a small fraction of the
SuperDARN cell in which conditions for scattering were
appropriate. The main driver of field‐aligned irregularities in
the F region is the gradient drift instability that occurs in
regions with electron density gradients. It is reasonable to
assume that, compared to the well‐behaved background
electron density, localized structures with densities higher
than background would produce stronger irregularities. In
fact, a study of SuperDARN echoes in relation to polar cap
patches has found that scatter tends to occur predominantly
in regions with higher electron density [Hosokawa et al.,
2009]. These two behaviors indicate that coherent scatter
from SuperDARN will be localized in regions with high
electron densities and high gradients. Conversely, EISCAT
measured the average electron density at a fixed location
within the much larger SuperDARN cell. Therefore, on aver‐
age, the EISCAT measurements of electron density would
have delivered the average electron density in a Super-
DARN cell, while SuperDARN measurements would have
been biased to areas of the cell with high gradients and/or
densities.
[29] The electron density in the auroral and polar regions

of the F‐region ionosphere can be quite structured. Small‐
scale structures with high gradients can form in the auroral
region from processes such as particle precipitation and
may be as small as hundreds of meters [e.g., Noël et al.,
2000, 2005; Sofko et al., 2007]. In fact, any structure with
scale sizes smaller than the 2000 km2 size of a SuperDARN
range cell would be important. On the dayside and over the
polar cap, polar patches exist with regions of enhanced
electron densities greater than 100% of the background level
and scale sizes on the order of a few hundred kilometers.
Although this scale is quite large, smaller structures are
expected to develop within these patches [Hosokawa et al.,

2009]. Structure also exists in the region of the high‐latitude
ionospheric trough that, at least on the dayside, can be
located poleward of the Hankasalmi SuperDARN radar
location [e.g., Sojka et al., 1990; Pryse et al., 2005]. The
poleward edge of the trough can produce an increase in
electron density by an order of magnitude in a few tens of
kilometers [e.g., Mitchell et al., 1995]. Also of importance
are traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs), which are
wavelike structures in the ionosphere that also have scales of
a few tens of kilometers and electron density enhancements
of roughly 50%–100% [e.g., Pryse et al., 1995].
[30] If SuperDARN scatter occurred in localized regions

that had electron densities that were enhanced compared to
the background values, then the actual value for Ne would
be higher than the value predicted by the EISCAT mea-
surement of Ne. Since a higher Ne value results in a lower ns
value, an enhanced Ne in the local scattering region will
result in ns values that are lower than those predicted using
EISCAT. By equation (1) this would result in an underes-
timation of SuperDARN velocities compared to EISCAT
velocities. If the electron density in the local SuperDARN
scattering volume was systematically 50%–100% larger
than the electron density predicted using EISCAT mea-
surements, then the best fit slope line of Figure 4 would rise
to unity and SuperDARN velocities would no longer be
underestimated compared to EISCAT velocities. Although
electron density perturbations of this magnitude on scale
sizes comparable to a SuperDARN cell are possible (as
discussed above), it may not be reasonable to expect that
such structures existed for a large portion of the data points
examined in this study. However, this effect at least partially
explains the underestimation of SuperDARN velocities
compared to EISCAT velocities even when attempts to
account for ns are made. Further, the fact that the two
measurement volumes were of different sizes is one expla-
nation for the lack of correlation between the different
methods to estimate ns because the EISCAT Ne measure-
ment was essentially independent of the electron density in
the effective SuperDARN scattering region. It should be
noted that the preceeding argument dealt only with the Ne

measurement by EISCAT and not the velocity measurement.
It was assumed that even if electron density structures
existed, the background velocity field was quite uniform
throughout the range cell. This is the reason that the velocity
comparisons had good correlation, but the ns comparisons
did not.

4.4. Horizontal Gradients

[31] The previous two suggestions for the lack of corre-
lation between ns estimates addressed problems that arose
from using peak electron density measurements to determine
ns. It needs to be reiterated that using the elevation angle to
determine ns is only a proxy and therefore may not com-
pletely describe the situation. The estimate for ns from the
elevation angle as derived by Gillies et al. [2009] assumes
that there were no horizontal gradients in electron density
along the radar wave path. Clearly this assumption does
not hold in all cases as the ionosphere is very dynamic
and changes with latitude and longitude due to spatially
dependent processes such as particle precipitation on the
nightside and photoionization on the dayside. As a result,
horizontal gradients may be important. Gillies et al. [2009]
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used raypath simulations to demonstrate that, for even quite
extreme large‐scale (on the order of hundreds of kilo-
meters) horizontal gradients, the elevation angle recorded
by SuperDARN provides a reasonable estimate for ns. Never-
theless, any deviation from the expected �o − ns relationship
due to horizontal gradients would also lower the correlation
between ns values estimated from elevation angle as com-
pared to the other ns estimations. Gillies et al. [2009] did not
consider the effect of small‐scale gradients, which, as dis-
cussed above, may be important.

4.5. Time Discrepancies Between Instruments

[32] The discrepancy between the integration times of the
two instruments used in this study may also negatively
impact the correlation. Recall that roughly 40% of the
original comparison points were removed because there was
high variability in the SuperDARN velocity values as
compared to the surrounding SuperDARN cells. The com-
parison between EISCAT data integrated at 2‐min intervals
and SuperDARN single‐beam data integrated for 3 or 7 s
improved greatly when this removal was performed. The
SuperDARN beams were sampled sequentially so that fast
variations in velocities would have been apparent between
neighboring beams. Such fast variations of velocity did
occur for a large number of points, indicating that velocity
changes on a timescale of just a few seconds were quite
common in the SuperDARN scattering region.
[33] As the integration time of SuperDARN was under

∼10 s and EISCAT had an integration time more than an
order of magnitude longer at ∼100 s, any velocity changes
on a timescale shorter than the EISCAT integration time
could result in a lack of correlation between SuperDARN
and EISCAT measured velocity values. Therefore, at some
times the instruments could conceivably measure different
conditions in the ionosphere.

4.6. Ionospheric Heating Effects

[34] It is useful to note that in a study performed by Eglitis
et al. [1998], use of the ionospheric heater at Tromsø
resulted in good agreement between SuperDARN and
EISCAT velocities with a slope value of 1.02 obtained.
When the ionospheric heater was used, artificial irregulari-
ties were generated and detected by SuperDARN. These are
expected to be more uniformly structured than natural
auroral scattering regions. The SuperDARN radar would not
have needed to rely on scatter from highly dense, presum-
ably small‐scale, spatially localized structures as the heater
created irregularities throughout the scattering region from
which the SuperDARN waves could scatter.
[35] Another effect of heating is the modification of the

ambient electron density. At certain F‐region altitudes it is
expected that the electron density would decrease due to
ionospheric heating increasing the recombination rate [e.g.,
Rietveld et al., 1993]. A decrease in electron density would
have brought the index of refraction closer to unity and
caused less velocity underestimation by SuperDARN. Sev-
eral studies have demonstrated an electron density depletion
of 25%–50% created by lower latitude heating experiments
at Arecibo [e.g., Duncan et al., 1988; Bernhardt et al., 1989;
Hansen et al., 1990; Hansen et al., 1992]. A study byWright
et al. [1988] reported a density decrease of 15% due to
heating at the higher latitude Tromsø facility. Conversely,

Stocker et al. [1992] predicted and measured both increases
and decreases of the electron density depending on several
factors such as background electron density, heater fre-
quency, and time of day. Further, the actual amount of elec-
tron density increase or decrease in the Stocker et al. [1992]
study was quite low (less than 10%) which indicates that the
refractive index was probably not affected greatly by this
behavior. It would be beneficial to perform a more in‐depth
study of velocities measured by SuperDARN and EISCAT
when the ionospheric heater is used.

5. Conclusions

[36] As a continuation of the work by Gillies et al. [2009],
a comparison between SuperDARN line‐of‐sight velocities
and EISCAT tristatic velocities has been performed. There
was good correlation between the two data sets, but the
velocities measured by SuperDARN tended to be lower
than the corresponding velocities measured by EISCAT.
This underestimation of velocities by SuperDARN was
consistent with previous results [e.g., Davies et al., 1999;
Drayton et al., 2005; Drayton, 2006]. This underestimate of
line‐of‐sight velocities by SuperDARN was at least partially
caused by the use of too high a value of the refractive
index ns in the scattering region. By using elevation angle
measurements made by SuperDARN as a proxy for ns, as
proposed by Gillies et al. [2009], the best fit slope between
SuperDARN and EISCAT velocities increased from 0.78 to
0.89 (an increase of 14%).
[37] One significant drawback to use of the elevation

angle as a proxy for ns is that these measurements are not
always available. Therefore, other methods to estimate ns
were also considered. Electron density measurements by
EISCAT and estimates from the IRI model were used to
predict ns, but these methods also have significant limita-
tions. The EISCAT measurement of Ne was localized to a
small area within one SuperDARN range cell and thus will
typically not be of use to determine ns in other parts of
that range cell or for other range cells. The electron density
value from IRI relied on large‐scale mean estimates of Ne,
thereby neglecting the higher densities expected in localized
smaller‐scale structures which cause coherent scatter.
[38] The two main issues raised from this comparison

were the underestimation of velocities by SuperDARN even
after elevation angle was used to estimate ns and the lack of
correlation between the different methods to estimate ns. It
is speculated that small‐scale, highly dense structures in
the SuperDARN scattering region partially explain both of
these issues. These small‐scale structures are important
when they are of comparable size to the SuperDARN
scattering volume. The small‐scale structures cause strong
irregularities from which the SuperDARN coherent radar
waves scatter, while EISCAT incoherent radar measure-
ments and IRI estimates of Ne provide only the background
electron density and not the density of the small‐scale
structures, which are expected to be important in the coherent
scattering process. Further, the altitude from which Super-
DARN scattering occurs is known only approximately so
it was difficult to select an appropriate value for Ne from
either EISCAT or IRI. The angle‐of‐arrival proxy better
accounts for both structures and the altitude ambiguity
because the elevation angle measurements are directly linked
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to the scattering region measurements. From this work, it
can be inferred that SuperDARN scatter primarily occurs in
localized regions with high electron density. It is also
apparent that the modification of SuperDARN measured
velocities due to the refractive index is larger than that based
on the higher ns values inferred from either the angle‐of‐
arrival method or available electron density measurements.
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